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ABSTRACT 

Solar desalination is the simplest method of producing potable water from brackish water. Desalination through solar still is 

the constructive method of producing potable water. Several methods had been implemented to increase the efficiency of the solar still. 

This project investigates about the new method of solar desalination   using   corrugated basin. Advantages of this device are ease of 

fabrication from locally available materials, low and cheap maintenance and no skilled labour required the present idea deals with 

enhancement of water productivity obtained by changing the design of the inner basin of solar still. The surface area of the inner basin 

is increased by making corrugation inside the basin, as the corrugation increases, the surface area increase, which gives rise to 

productivity by huge evaporation of water. The whole setup is mounted at the latitude of the working environment (i.e., Trichirapalli 

Latitude 10.80°N) is the unique feature of this experimental setup.  The percentage increase in water production is compared with the 

existing readings.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 Water is one among the five elements of Earth which assures life. In our planet one fourth of the earth consist of land surface 

remaining consist of water. In the total composition of water with respect to world scenario about 90% is sea water whereas only 3% is 

suitable for human usage including agricultural demand. In addition to that now days due to some man made effect like deforestation, 

globalisation, urbanisation the ground water level is decreased. The demand on fresh water increases day by day. To overcome this high 

level demand we need to implement some effective water purification method. For this desalination is the best method to purify the 

water. There are many methods available in the desalination process. Desalination process is done in many methods such as single slope 

single basin, double slope single basin and double slope double basin. On comparing this above methods there is an advantage of 

arriving best method to increase the efficiency. Any method implemented, which has good economic viability on its production, 

operation and maintenance suits better to the demand of the society.  

The main theme of our research is to convert brackish water like sea water in to fresh water. To attain this, there are several 

concepts were followed. Single Slope, Double Slope desalination is more common among them. In order to improve the quantity & 

quality (pH value, taste, odour) of the water produced various method of implementation is studied. Preheating of water, adding of heat 

storage elements and adding of catalysts are the various methods. To obtain a conclusion on best water yielding methodology various 

comparative studies on different channel in double is studied.  

Solar desalination has become more popular in recent years, particularly in rural areas. It is a simple technology and more 

economical than the other available methods. A solar still operates similar to the natural hydrological cycle of evaporation and 

condensation but the procedure takes place in a very small closed system. The solar energy reaches the water in the basin through an 

inclined transparent cover. The water is heated and then evaporates and condenses on the inner surface of the transparent cover. The 

evaporated water leaves all contaminates and microbes in the basin and is collected in a separate container. Many type of solar still have 

been developed in early days. To study the existing system the single slope single basin solar still is the simplest device which is in 

simple in construction, easy to fabricate and low cost material is used. The main advantage of this system is high amount of thermal 

conductivity. The main drawback of this system is low yielding which dependent on the season, the region and the intensity of solar 

radiation. So we can overcome this drawback by implementing a new and effective method on the single slope solar still. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The study of literature survey is to increase the evaporation of the still water to increase yield of the pure water. So to attain 

this we increase the inlet basin water temperature using solar energy through pre heating. Also to increase the evaporation we set the 

basin water in 11° inclination which increases the water temperature. To increase the inlet basin water temperature there are many 

methods available. Using solar water heater, parabolic concentrator, floating plates (aluminium, copper), flat plate collector are the 

available method to improve the inlet basin water temperature.  

The objective of the present studies are  

  1. To set the basin water in 11° inclination with this we can improve the evaporation of basin water 

  2. Increasing inlet basin water temperature.  

  3. Increasing the inner area of the basin without changing the outer area of the basin.   

  4. Theoretical and experimental study on the single slope single corrugated basin. 

  5. Comparison of results between the theoretical and experimental yield. 

Experimental setup and observations: A simple desalination unit consist of wood or composite material which is having good 

insulation property, basin, and transparent glass .The wood is used to fabricate the outer shell of still. And the basin is used to keep the 

brackish water. The basin is coloured with Black which is used to absorb the sun rays. Then finally the transparent glass is used to cover 

the still which is used to condense the evaporated water. In between the basin and the outer shell the insulating material set to avoid the 

thermal energy loss.   
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The normal single basin single slope solar still is having normal basin which is placed in parallel to the surface. The normal still only 

the glass cover is set in 11° inclination. But here we use wooden outer shell, transparent glass cover and the corrugated basin which is 

used to maintain the brackish water in 11° inclination. Here we can set the total setup in the inclination angle of local atmosphere. The 

dimension of the present experimental setup is 51cm×95cm in outer basin and 51cm×110cm in inner basin, the outer covering glass of 

size 56cm×108cm and the length of the outer shell is 110cm and breath is 58cm and the thickness is 12cm, also here we can use 2mm 

Thermocol insulation is used between the basin and outer shell. The increment of inner area of the basin increases the evaporation rate 

of the saline water. Also the basin inclination is to increase the sunrays absorption. Due to this sun rays absorption is also increase the 

temperature of the water. The evaporative heat transfer rate of a single slope solar still is given by 

𝑞𝑒𝑤 = ℎ𝑒𝑤̇ (𝑇𝑤 − 𝑇𝑐𝑖)…… . (𝟏) 
Then the hourly yield can be found as 

�̇� =
�̇�𝑒𝑤×3600

𝐿
…… (2) 

 

 Parameters Value 

Design parameters for solar still 

αb 0.8 

αg 0.05 

αw 0.6 

εw 0.95 

Εg 0.95 
As 0.561 m2 

Lb 0.005 m 

Lg 0.004 m 

Kb 0.035 W/m°C 

Kg 0.78 0 W/m°C 

M 20 kg 

Σ 5.67×10−8 W/m2 

°C 
 

Table.1.Design Parameters used in Thermal Modelling Figure.2.Hourly variations of Experimental  &Theoretical Yield 

 
Figure.3.Schematic Diagram of a single Slope single corrugated basin Active Solar Still 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The theoretical model for the current experimental setup i.e. Single slope solar still using with corrugated basin has been 

developed from G.N.Twari et.al. The output of the setup which is the quantity of water for an hour is found to be the amount of water 

collected from condensing cover. The graphical representation of variation of temperature with time and comparative graph on 

theoretical and experimental data has shown in fig 1. 

The following conclusions have drawn 

1. The various parameters used in the theoretical calculation are compared with the experimental result. 

2. The Ultimate result of this paper shows that the normal single basin single slope solar still is gives less productivity to compare 

with our single slope single corrugated basin (i.e. the active solar still yield is 20% to 35% higher).   
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